
KUWAIT: Burgan Bank K.P.S.C. announced its finan-
cial results for the second quarter ending on 30th June
2021.  Burgan has generated revenues of KD 64.2 mil-
lion in Q2 2021 as compared to KD 47.2 million in Q2
2020, an impressive increase of 36 percent Y-o-Y. The
strong revenue growth was driven by higher Non-
Interest Income, which increased from KD 14.7 million
in Q2 2020 to KD 28.8 million in Q2 2021. Burgan’s net
interest income also grew to KD 35.4 million in Q2
2021 (vs KD 32.5 million in Q2 2020), a 9 percent Y-o-
Y increase. The Net Interest Margins improved by 30
Basis Points Y-o-Y to reach 2.4 percent. 

The operating profit increased by 67 percent Y-o-
Y to KD 39.9 million in Q2 2021. Provisions continued
to be high at KD 18.6 million in Q2 2021. Burgan’s net
income increased from KD 5.5 million in Q2 2020 to
KD 19.0 million in Q2 2021, growing by 244 percent Y-
o-Y. Burgan’s Asset Quality also improved in Q2 2021,
with the nonperforming loan ratio declining by 30
Basis Points Y-o-Y to reach 4.5 percent. The NPL
Coverage Ratio improved from 186 percent in Q2 2020
to 193 percent in Q2 2021.

Burgan’s Capital Ratios for Q2 2021 remained well
above the required regulatory ratios. The Bank’s

Capital Adequacy Ratio stood at 16.5 percent, as com-
pared to the regulatory minimum ratio of 11.5 percent.
Burgan’s liquidity position remained extremely strong
as reflected by 133.4 percent of Liquidity Coverage
ratio (vs the regulatory minimum of 80 percent) and
102.4 percent of the Net Stable Funding ratio (vs the
regulatory minimum of 80 percent).

Burgan’s H1 2021 results were also robust compared
to the first half of last year. H1 2021 Revenue increased
by 4 percent Y-o-Y to KD 112.0 million compared to
107.6 million in H1’20. Burgan’s Operating Expenses
decreased by 4 percent Y-o-Y to KD 44.9 million in H1
2021, driven by strong cost optimization efforts across
Burgan Bank Group. Provision levels were higher at
KD 38.8mn in H1’21 vs KD 32.7 million in H1 2020. As a
result, the bank’s Net Income increased by 6 percent
Y-o-Y to KD 24.0 million vs KD 22.7 million in H1
2020. 

Commenting on the results, Majed Essa Al-Ajeel,
Chairman of Burgan Bank Group, said “We remain
very optimistic to reach community immunity as the
vaccination campaign accelerates, which should lead
to more opportunities to improve performance and
enhance customer satisfaction. Maintaining growth

while ensuring sustainability across our financial oper-
ations is imperative to consolidate our position as a
major player in Kuwait. Our performance in Q2 2021
was driven by stronger business momentum, leading to
increased profits. This was achieved due to the sup-
port of our shareholders, the loyalty of our customers,
and the dedication of the management team and our
employees to deliver outstanding results.”

Masoud M J Hayat, Vice Chairman and Group CEO
of Burgan Bank Group, noted “Burgan Bank continued

to drive its digitization strategy by adding market-
leading features to its online platform, further
strengthened its cyber threat mitigation mechanisms,
as well as launched Burgani App, the HR mobile appli-
cation designed to automate HR processes. The Bank
continues to invest in developing its employees and
held the Design Thinking and Innovation Workshop in
collaboration with The American University of Kuwait
as well as launched the Virtual Holistic Banker Program
aimed at preparing the bank’s  professionals for future
senior roles.  Additionally, Burgan Bank continued to
support Diraya campaign launched by the Central
Bank of Kuwait to increase public awareness of bank-
ing and credit operations.”

The consolidated financials encompass the results
of the Group’s operations in Kuwait, and its share of
results from its subsidiaries, Burgan Bank Turkey, Gulf
Bank Algeria, Bank of Baghdad and Tunis International
Bank. Through this regional reach, Burgan Bank has
one of the largest regional branch networks with 162
branches across Kuwait, Turkey, Algeria, Iraq, Tunisia,
Lebanon and a representative office in the United Arab
Emirates. 
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Burgan Bank reports solid results 
with a 36% revenues growth in Q2

Operating profit increased by 67% Y-o-Y to KD 39.9m in Q2 2021

Majed Essa Al-Ajeel Masoud M J Hayat

Huawei hosts Kuwait
media to introduce 
latest products 
KUWAIT: Huawei Consumer Business Group organ-
ized a press conference on Tuesday at its headquarters
in Al-Hamra Tower, to announce and introduce the lat-
est products that it will offer to the Kuwaiti market.
Many prints, visual and audio media in Kuwait partici-
pated in the conference, in the presence of Jason Jiang,
General Manager of “Huawei” Consumer Business
Group in Kuwait. 

During this occasion Jason Jiang, General Manager
of Huawei Consumer Business Group in Kuwait, said:
“Today marks the most important launch event this
year as we are about to unveil a new range of “Super
Device & Smart Office” Experience Products in
Kuwait.” He added: “Through this new range of Super
Device  & Smart Office products, Huawei is giving
consumers in the Kuwait access to a seamless and tru-
ly intelligent experience across multiple devices in all
different types of scenarios. The Super Device new
products range is just another step in our efforts to
deliver the best possible future oriented user experi-
ence with a forward-looking approach.”

Super Device products - which bring futuristic
ways to seamlessly connect multiple devices and takes
how you work and get entertained to a whole new lev-
el, it includes the all-new Huawei MateBook D15 lap-
top, the company’s first standalone Huawei MateView
display and the new Huawei MatePad 11 tablet, which
will be launched in the Kuwaiti market on August 02,
2021, and the pre order on 27 July 2021.

A new “Smart Office” experience brings a produc-
tivity hub that breaks through boundaries for maximum
creativity and efficiency. Super device connectivity with
and without wires, along with Huawei MateView,
Huawei MateBook D15 and Huawei MateBook exempli-
fies full integration suitable for our busy lifestyles. 

Supported by the distributed data management
and task scheduling capabilities of HarmonyOS, the
tablet, laptop and smart monitor can work together
seamlessly to double our productivity and creativity
in different scenarios, whether you are in the office or
working from home. This is done by Huawei
MateView’s wireless projection capability along with
Mouse and keyboard control. The advantage of the
new “Smart Office” experience is the easy swapping

of wireless and wired connections sharing the screen,
cross-device file dragging and dropping, delivering a
more efficient and collaborative multi-device experi-
ence. This allows us easily to switch between work
mode, and personal mode.

Also, Huawei offers Huawei FreeBuds 4, Huawei’s
latest True Wireless Stereo (TWS) Bluetooth ear-
buds that continues the legacy of the open-fit ear-
buds with Active Noise Cancelation (ANC) technol-
ogy that started with the Huawei FreeBuds 3.
Offering studio-quality sound as well as open-fit
ANC and unmatched air-like comfort, the Huawei
FreeBuds 4 doesn’t just work with Huawei products,
but also with devices running Android and iOS.
Through the Huawei AI Life app, users are able to
adjust settings or perform various controls such as
wear detection, quick control, status query, noise
cancelation and device management. Mr. Jason
Jiang, General  Manager of  Huawei Consumer
Business Group in Kuwait, added : “We at Huawei
promise to continue  providing everything new and
the best for consumers, starting from smart technol-
ogy to smart products to provide new communica-
tion methods with a deeper understanding of con-
sumers’ needs.”

Jason concluded the conference by saying: “I
would like to thank all the media present today that
have supported us over the past years and continue
to support us, your support for us is a constant
wheel and we look forward to continued cooperation
in the coming years.” Huawei Consumer Business
Group also presented awards to all the media mem-
bers in recognition of their continuous efforts to
support Huawei over the previous years and the cur-
rent year 2021.

Sophos acquires
Braintrace 
MUSCAT: Sophos, a global leader in next-generation
cybersecurity, yesterday announced that it has acquired
Braintrace, further enhancing Sophos’ Adaptive
Cybersecurity Ecosystem with Braintrace’s proprietary
Network Detection and Response (NDR) technology.
Braintrace’s NDR provides deep visibility into network
traffic patterns, including encrypted traffic, without the
need for Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) decryption.
Located in Salt Lake City, Utah, Braintrace launched in
2016 and is privately held.

As part of the acquisition, Braintrace’s developers,
data scientists and security analysts have joined
Sophos’ global Managed Threat Response (MTR) and
Rapid Response teams. Sophos’ MTR and Rapid
Response services business has expanded rapidly,
establishing Sophos as one of the largest and fastest-
growing MDR providers in the world, with more than
5,000 active customers. 

Braintrace’s NDR technology will support Sophos’
MTR and Rapid Response analysts and Extended
Detection and Response (XDR) customers through inte-
gration into the Adaptive Cybersecurity Ecosystem,
which underpins all Sophos products and services. The
Braintrace technology will also serve as the launchpad to
collect and forward third-party event data from firewalls,
proxies, virtual private networks (VPNs), and other
sources. These additional layers of visibility and event
ingestion will significantly improve threat detection,
threat hunting and response to suspicious activity.

“You can’t protect what you don’t know is there, and
businesses of all sizes often miscalculate their assets and
attack surface, both on-premises and in the cloud.
Attackers take advantage of this, often going after weak-
ly protected assets as a means of initial access.
Defenders benefit from an ‘air traffic control system’ that
sees all network activity, reveals unknown and unpro-
tected assets, and exposes evasive malware more reli-
ably than Intrusion Protection Systems (IPS),” said Joe
Levy, chief technology officer, Sophos. “We’re particu-
larly excited that Braintrace built this technology specifi-
cally to provide better security outcomes to their
Managed Detection and Response (MDR) customers.
It’s hard to beat the effectiveness of solutions built by
teams of skilled practitioners and developers to solve
real world cybersecurity problems.”

Sophos will deploy Braintrace’s NDR technology as a
virtual machine, fed from traditional observability points

such as a Switched Port
Analyzer (SPAN) port or a
network Test Access Point
(TAP) to inspect both north-
south traffic at boundaries
or east-west traffic within
networks. These deploy-
ments help discover threats
inside any type of network,
including those that remain
encrypted, serving as a
complement to the decryp-
tion capabilities of Sophos
Firewall. The technology’s

packet and flow engine feeds a variety of machine learn-
ing models trained to detect suspicious or malicious net-
work patterns, such as connections to Command and
Control (C2) servers, lateral movement and communica-
tions with suspicious domains. Since Braintrace built its
NDR technology specifically for predictive, passive
monitoring, its engine also provides intelligent network
packet capture that IT security administrators and threat
hunters can use as supporting evidence during investi-
gations. The novel NDR analysis and prediction tech-
nique is patent pending.

According to Gartner, “compared with traditional
approaches, where malicious behavior is defined ahead
of time in the form of prebuilt signatures and detection
engines inspecting traffic looking for matches, NDR
takes a different approach. Instead of only inspecting
traffic against a list of known bad payloads or behaviors,
NDR also focuses on looking for unknown patterns in
the network traffic, calculating a probability as to
whether that anomaly is malicious.” Gartner further
notes that, “the machine learning algorithms that are at
the core of many NDR products help to detect anom-
alous traffic that is often missed by other detection tech-
niques. The optional automated response capabilities
help to offload some of the workload for incident
responders. The threat hunting functionality provides
valuable tools for incident responders.”

“NDR is critical to successful threat hunting.
Braintrace’s competitive differentiation is its unique NDR
technology that our MDR analysts leveraged for finding,
interrupting and remediating cyberattacks,” said Bret
Laughlin, CEO and co-founder of Braintrace. “With our
own NDR technology, the team responds faster and
more accurately because of the real-time, automated
visibility and threat verification they have into encrypted
traffic. We built Braintrace’s NDR technology from the
ground up for detection and now, with Sophos, it will fit
into a complete system to provide cross-product detec-
tion and response across a multi-vendor ecosystem.” 

Boeing reports 
surprise profit, 
to cut fewer jobs
NEW YORK: Boeing landed its first quarterly profit
since 2019 due to a recovering commercial aviation
market that will enable the company to cut fewer jobs
than initially planned, according to results released
yesterday. The aviation giant reported a second-quar-
ter profit of $587 million, compared with a loss of $2.4
billion in the same three months of 2020 at the height
of the pandemic, sending Boeing’s shares surging. The
results, which surprised analysts who had projected
another loss, marked the company’s first positive earn-
ings since the third quarter of 2019 before coronavirus
shuttered the economy. It comes as commercial air-
lines are pivoting to meet surging travel demand as
COVID-19 vaccines have become available.

Boeing Chief Executive Dave Calhoun said the
company will keep its workforce at the current

140,000, rather than cutting to 130,000 as announced
earlier in the pandemic. He cited “encouraging” indus-
try recovery trends in a letter to employees.

“We’re now seeing more stability in our staffing
levels, as the commercial market recovery accelerates,
our defense and government services business targets
growth opportunities and we increase investments to
further strengthen engineering, and drive quality and
stability in our production system,” Calhoun said.
Boeing’s revenues rose to $17 billion, up 44 percent
from a year earlier, and the company saw higher oper-
ating earnings in defense, space and security. It also
saw a much smaller quarterly loss in its commercial
plane division, thanks largely to the resumption of
deliveries of the 737 MAX that were suspended after
the 20-month grounding following two fatal crashes.
Boeing also swung to a profit in its global services
business after the division had a loss last year as a
result of COVID-19 costs.

Despite the strong results, Boeing still faces ques-
tions over its operations, most recently with the 787
Dreamliner plane. Boeing has halted deliveries of the
jets and lowered production levels while it does addi-
tional reworking on the plane. Shares jumped 5.4 per-
cent to $234.30 in pre-market trading. —AFP

Joe Levy 

DULLES, US: In this file photo, a United Airlines Boeing 737 plane is seen at the gate at Washington’s Dulles International
Airport in Dulles, Virginia. — AFP

Huawei honored Kuwait Times for its support during the
event

Jason Jiang with the media persons

KUWAIT: Jason Jiang holds a press conference on Tuesday at Huawei Consumer Business Group headquarters in
Al-Hamra Tower, to announce and introduce the latest products that it will offer to the Kuwaiti market. 


